Industrial Service Solutions

Field Services
At Madison-Smith, we have the experience, equipment and training to handle your field
service’s needs. Manufacturers around Kentucky, Nashville and the country depend on our
expert crews to deliver the highest quality:

Dedicated Field Services Maintenance Teams to minimize
length & frequency of downtime
When your maintenance staff becomes too thin, Madison-Smith will step in to become one with
your team to keep your plant in line and maintain its production pace.

Unwanted operational downtime due to unplanned shutdowns is one of the toughest situations any industrial plant has to deal with. With a little help from a skilled crew of field service technicians and industrial machinery mechanics, we can help minimize the length and
frequency of these downtimes to get your high-efficiency plant
operations up and running smoothly.

For more information please call

-

270-678-1080

Industrial Service Solutions

Machinery Moving, Rigging & Installations
When it comes to comprehensive turnkey services backed by decades of industry expertise, Madison-Smith offers machinery moving, rigging, and installation services combined with versatile crane solutions available anytime your industrial
plant needs professional heavy-duty moving, lifting and support.

No matter the moving needs, Madison-Smith is equipped with the proper heavy-equipment rigging, moving, and
installation specialist to complete virtually any project. We take pride in our fleet of full-service cranes, ranging from a
compact 8.5-ton carry-deck for internal use to our 55-ton hydraulic truck crane with a boom length up to 185’ for field
services.
We hold specific equipment and the expertise that meet the requirements of every the industry we serve, including general
manufacturing, material handling, automotive, mining, and pulp/paper/timber production, to name a few.
Madison-Smith continuously trains our skilled crew so we are effectively trained in heavy equipment rigging, machinery
moving, and unit installations of all sizes at any area of Kentucky, Nashville and across the country. Our technical expertise
lies on heavy-duty manufacturing machinery moves, rigging, and installation backed by hands-on experience, equipment
and safety training to deliver all your moving needs.
Safety and efficiency is our number one goal at every job. Whether it is moving and installing new machines, or complete
facility relocation, you can count on us to complete the task. We take it as an everyday challenge to deliver optimum field
services as we continue to grow by maintaining the quality, safety, integrity, and efficiency expected of us by our valued

Our moving, rigging and installation services covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial plant moves (from a single machine to an entire plant)
In-house relocations and re-arrangements
Equipment levelling and alignment
Complete turnkey services available
Disassembly and assembly of equipment and process systems
Installation of material handling equipment
Warehouse services available

For more information please call

- 270-678-1080

